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.9:-FlICTIONS ROM Te:iE ASIAN V_SVCS

. by Psbert T. Oliver*

Out in 'the-vast reaChes of the 'Pacific Ocean; those who teach-461--

study rhetcric lock Iwo.ways-;-tot4eyest, where ArisfJptelian'rhetcric is

thou h`_ by riany to be Rhetoric i.tself; ant= tb the East, where the ancient

trhetorics e vinduisr, BAdhisr, Jaintsm, Corflxianisn, Mencianisr,

and les'alism stand lonely and neglected, like towering mountain peaks in

a losttontinent.,-

Aristotle and Plato, khately and Kenneth Burke are naives to be'con-
- 1

erred with. They and mult4ple more not only guide but dominate the4minds

of professcrs and students of.rhetoric in the United States and in the

scattered feuniversit,ies-offeritig courses in rhetoric in Europe. ,So

far as rhetoric is ccncerod, it is as though the great civilizations of

tksia wei-e. still bloicked off by the high deserts and mountain peaks that for

many centuries/stood as barriers along the Eurasian frontier. To explore
2 -

and describe the rhetorics of the Asian classical periods is akin to repli-

citing the thirteenth centur y journeyings of Marco Polo ;_ and now, seven

hundred years sihce, it irnot altogether heartening to remenbt.,..r that

European recognition of the richnesf of the Asian culture did not flower

eighteenth century, five hundred.years--sore fifteen generationi,7
. .

after the initial discoveries of Marco Polo were made ar;ilable for

European consideration.
I /

Ih recent years considerable attention bas been given to crOss7
!

,

cultUral communication, but thui.far its proponents have giien little-if

4- -
-
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any attention to Asian rhetoric except to note that contemporary Apanese

businessmen have discPvered the utility of discussion and conf=er:? skips).

Still another aspect of the cross-cultural movement has been ib:explore the

cocrunicative nee5s'and cap_acities of blacks and so:116 other minortty

40&..ihew Arnold, more than a-hundred years ago, offered a

observation,-in Als Stanzas or the Creel Cha se: 'FCr ,AuT

.between two Worlds/ One dead, titre otter powerless to bthorn. ,r4 he death.
. 44e.

.

to which 'he referred was the Alpernatural view_ofSpeciaWeation, slain

by Charles _Darwin; what was powerless 5011erge as iWacement was

materialistic -Concept of creatIg2-

..v

...?'
....:--, - ,,-I---

'Borrowing Arnoldiretaphor,411Manity as divided between the Eastern .

andigestern hemiipheres .p1-"e6 said to hover betWeen two uorlds: the auto-.
....:3.- ,------

-.-- ,

crtortypicsiP-PSia's past, and the Lockian democracy, which has been

_44-0,11; various forms,and seems now in retreat. Perta;0 new apalgam,

the Confucian concept o= individual retporisibility, thoilld.now be'invis-

tigated as a median way. Or, looking -to India as -a quasi`Asian subcon-

tinent, we recall- its age-old mildhitic belief in the uniiersa4isul'of-

identity, which contrasts sty sharply with the individualistic pluralism f

of the West. Perhaps from these contrattingyiews may emerge a new

amalgam that could be called' compliizentaryism--consisting of genuin- es,

pect for interrelating differences working together toward n goals.

The differences between Cast and Nest mai'be anal" -d a evaluated"
5" . a

in many different uays. However, the question is apprOachedt*thedif-

ferences are .both real and significant. the East in the Oast century has

rade and:4s still raking considerable efforti to understand aid ta

. the"West. It is difficult to believe that the West does not likewise
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havel.mch yet to learn from the Zest. .

a 06 0 ^

a 0 . .

as. Aistotle ossited A msral impsrative ethos that stress indivial

. DurPose., both P.uddha and Confucius found their moral izperative in re-
,

tpsnsibility--Confucius,of the individual to socle 3; and'Buddh ; of the .

V.

1

Viewing thediffererses rhetorically, tne contlasiori is that V.-Jere-

in4iyidAl to the -.iniversal entity that to#rises awe indiv dual,'sqciety,
5

and all else in the'universe. Another vey c locking at-the Eatt-West

divegenEies is .to recall the injunction of Jesus: 'As ye do it unto one

of-these, the least of Tv creatures, so do ye it.pnto me,' which contrasts

with the warning of .0.:Odha that you really do it all, god or ,bed, to

yourself; and with the view of Confqcius that you do it to mankind-if

on to enhance l,3 if bad to undermine barmaty.. In still another

contrabt, the 'olden Pule qf Oesus asks, 'Do unto others as yon would
.

be done by "; areas, Confucias stated his rule of reciprocity negatively- -

avoid doingto 'oth.sr's Ifha.t. you 1:iould not mant,them to d9 to you. One
A
canner of summarizing tlie East-West differences is to call the former

passive, the latter active. Another lidy is to note that the West stresses

i-ihdividuality (individual salvation in religion, democracy in volitics,

the profit system in economic); the East communalism (identity of the one

and zany in Indian philosophies, family' and social solidarity in Confu-
6

cian communities).

The point I wish to stress is that as mankind is seeking * new

social Matrix suited to global conditions that have ended the age old

isolationism of communities, we are required by the chieging Circumstances

to seek understanding of multiple rhetorics so that the various cultural

entities ray be dealt with in-ways meaningful to then. In short, gunboat

oh.

diplomac7by the West no longer works--and neither does gunboat rhetoric.

4
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Xran We. of the Vest q.'o tut into tre world ;:ommunicatiro acccrlind to the -

rhetorical n:rrs derived fT!o.,=; tilt own culture,_the results are and will be

increasi-,nly reqativP. Tre oaint 6;ght to i43 self-evident. Sit in sober

fact, if the rh4torics of lsia-are to be taken into serious account in

the-Vest, we in. the 9cific area 0111 leave to stimulate our tradition-

bound 1,est:ern,trethren to commence inquiries that have not yet chalier.g0

their interest. The record speaks for ttsel-f. 'The Rinetotics.o= Alia re-
.

rair a closed re:,-sk t' tie 1>ro;'cfssr:r.s./YF rn=toric in fun=ricar

rPas:n 'or the reglect of Asian rhetorics is that rhetoric as. a

field of inquiry bas been dealt with very differently in the West and in

the East. the hest, rhetoric has been considered so crucially im

portant, fror the time of Corax down-to the present, that it bas%beena -

. .

. . _ .

subject of separate-and continuous inquiry. 'Ihe libraries contain large
.

_

, ,

numberspflilOrks that are classifies under the rubric of "rhetoric.'

Rhetoric has been recognized ,as a special. branch of philosophyaithough-
t

. the prestigious journal, -Philosoohy. and Rhetoric, distinguishes the two
,

fields as congenial end interrelated but distinct from cne another. In

.. Asia, on the other hand, in both the Indian and Chinese traditions (for

different reasons) rhetorio.haS been, too closely interwoven in-the basic

inquiries constituting philosophy to be treated as a separate topic.

;Asian bibliographitis ignore the classification "rhetoric* not-because the

.
subject has been of little or no importance but because it has been si

all-emcoilpassing in importance that separation of this question from other

.fundiMental issues has been impossible. Asia's great thought systems have,

been rhetorical in their essence. In India, the relatedness of everything

that is or that occurs has beep basic, with the result that a principal

study has been the nature and consequences of relationshipsclearly a,
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ifatter of rhetoric. In China the irajor concern -has been societaT re-
.

14at...nesst4.-'..e.rat_ire and the was of human interwursealso the chief

ce
._ovIRrn or- rhetoric..

In Tv Coricinication and Culture in Ancient India afid-China, I pos-

ited this view as the central .them.of ite study of Asian Classics:
.

''basic rhetorical considerations underlie mob -ofthe classical litera-

tare of the Eastern hemisphere. 'There are many reasons-for this which
3

f- .1
will emerge in the toilowirg chapte,rs. Perhaps most basic of all is the

cardinal% devotion of the Asian wind to the related concepts of unity and

harrfony . . . . Uhereas the Vest has favorer analysis and division of

subject matter into identifiable and separatfertities, the fast has .

-
believed that to see truth steadily cm must see it-whole.'. The result

has that in.the fist logit Ids of iess- importance by far than in,"
-

tuitipn. Yon-thought, or feeTing,*was given preponderanie. in -the classics

over rationalisn.. In the jargon of our own day, this tendency becomes
.

-- confused with °anti -i ate] lectuali -gni is: nonsense. Asian- c3assi fists

were fully as devoted to the pursuit of truth as are and have been the -

logicians acid dempiricists of the lest. The Auestions Of moment always-

am: "-what is truth?= and "how-,is truth truly to be disternedr Far from

.

rejecting the value of truth, Eastern rhetoricians have sought for it in

_frea those of the West. And while tbey have obviously a.

the truth Western tbihkers have unveiled, just as surely

discovered areas and fours of troth that have eluded the

ways different

missed some of
. -

they-have also
. 9

West.

The discovery of truth, was, indeed,' even more important to the seers
. :

of ancient India than It has been to .the far,mor,e pragmatic West.. We have

often, been content to deal with "what works,' even if its identification

e

4
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wit Ultimaie Deality eluAsabs. The-problem was _dealt With variczsly -

- .

Aillhe Asian classics; but aluays'the qudstwas-for Trith itself, regard-.

.

leso.f its ea-Ting utility. How, trey asked Implicltly, could what.is

7rue.not be7correct, fight,iand useful; how could what .is Untrue be of

permanent cr *mine use? InSteat then of lodking for practical

appilcaticps of knbwledge, their attention-was direciled to the centrality

of-Tre-acr,rrHg- ,__

The third book of to Brihandiranyaka Upanishad is a rhetorical
00

treatise, describing a debate in which a misdom-ti ngry.king named

rajfavalkya (who had surrendered his kingdom to becone a wandering her-

engage4 in -a debate against a laite number -of Brahmin scholars. The '

it poi-tance attached to debate in ancient: -o'ciety is indicated by

-fact that the -Orize consisted4cf_ a thousand cows, each of which had a
4

134 of gold ached to each-of its horns. iijnavalkya won the debate

by aiguing that the true universe, each should seek to rul2Mi,the Self--
.

_ .

- since within the self is Om:prised the essence of -all that exist .

The Chindogya, the-longest of the ll Upanishads, in the 6th of its

eight parts,-pme senti a 6alogue betweenA runi and his 24-yearyiold son,

.Svetaketu, Who has just returned home after "Oompletitn of his studies,

sw011ep with the pride of his accumlated knouledge. Through. a series_ of

questions and analogies, A'runi convinced his son Vat everything that.4.7
.

exists anywhere-must also exist within hicself, Accordingly, the surest.

route to understanding lies not in gathering information but in neditatin

upon-one's Dun nature. By looking about to observe isolated ficti, the pb-
r

§erver'becomes increasingly confused., Knowledge is the enemy of .truth;

thinking-about disparate facts-nislea0 the understanding' "Reditation

is in truth higher than thought," as part seven ancludes.-- The Isha
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-Vpanistad 46eali-of the-R-seek to teach warning that the

of good deeds leads dar ass and ,the worship of knOwledgef os7

to even blacker darkcesS. 'He tem s creatures in himself and him-
_

self in all creatures winner rema s apart. It should be noesd-that

separateness is the wors' of fates since Nirvana entails comprehension,

and acceptsce,of the identity of 'Me-
.

IChotizor-the

'c into all beidg.

for our purpose, incidental. The point is, that to Indian rhetoric dis-

cbrse had as its single acceptable aim the unveiling of truth. MahSvira,

fcader of Jainiss, detailed the mans by which Knowledge, certainty, or

Truth may be sought. There are, he said, only two avenues. One is through.

Sensory Perception, together, with inferences based on W;hat is perceived,

and the retiption'of Scriptural Revelatioh fromtheflpinishadt-Or other
-

sources. 'The senses are notoriously unreliable, since there are endless-

disagreements concerning *tat is- perceived. The other avenue-to tibth
.

.

is Extrisensory Perceptioi. This gay lead to presumed knowledge, such 4.

as visions and .telepathy--but this kind of knowledge is also unreliable

and conceive' differently by differentindividuaii. However, Extrasensory
-, ,1.0." .. ,
,

Perception can and should lead to bsolute Knowledge --that is to Truth- . .

that is 'self - evident, perniti of no doubt, and therefore needs no demon-
. 11.....- . .. _

1 stration. -
. : e

Gautama,. who care to be recognized as Buddha, utilized .the extra-
i ' '- . .c../

Sensory perceptive method of seeking absolute knowledge. As a 1:4nce be

. ( wss.reared in luxury and shut -off from the outside world to s6ch an extent

.

,

, that he-was- a mature man beiorefhaving,slipped away, from the palate

'grounds) he saw a ran who ill, an -aged beggar and a-dead body .and came,

thillefiy, to realize that disease; old age, aock.sleathex?st. Seeking to "'

s

t.
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understand paw such evils could be permitted in a univifse that pre-
-

sumably represents essential good, Gautama turned to study with religious

! -

tepcberi, but found their doctrines uqsatisfactory, He joined 'five de-

0. vbut HIAndu hermits who sought Truth'through
/
asceticism, and for six-

,

years Med with th- in the.wilderness, dressed in`rags and eating barely
. 4 . . ,.

la

enough to sustain liie. -He discovered that instead of discerning Truth lies
, . . ... .

was ty.lupied Loth hiaWily discopforts, leaving the heripits, WWI?
A . .

found a Pleasant grove where he could live in comfort and determined to

remain there until he found enlightenment. Mira, the Hindu devil, came

tempting hire to set forth upon a new terser of aiding the poor and dis-

tressed; but autama remained true to his own rissibn of tryingto-com-
. .,...- ,

,. .

, prehend firuth.. Finally, there' entered- his rdnd the great insight; when

desire ceases, lifQ becomeswhole. He sought out his fOrmerrascetic

companions,' tine "five hermits, and taught then his new understanding of
, .

the Four Noble Truths. First, suffering exists, 'Second, suffering

results from craving. Third, suffering ends when craving is renounced.

. Fourth, the renunciation of craving may'be accomplished by following the
-

Efghtfold.Path of -right.views, rtghtintention, right speech, right'action.,

right livelihood, right effort, -Fight mindfulness, and right concentration.

Gautama did not tell his hermit friends that this "revelation" had come

to him from God. -fleither did he defend. his new insight with logic and

facts.. He simply- stated it. The Truth;"-Pnce separated from error and

. clearly stated, wells no advocacy. What is important is that ft I2e dis-
- 12 r

terned, and Stated.

Neither did the great sages of the classical period in China seek

for any. external sanction to support their messages. None of them clairried

to have had any, divine revelation. Unlike Gatitama, however, they .

9,

2"
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t ..-. . - .

presented considerable argumentative support for-their views. The
. .

.
. .t..

reasoh was that they behaved like Professors conducting graduate seminars.
,

Regardless of the respect which is traditional in China both' -for` Age and

for learning, it was never considered in any degree disrispectftll.for the

students to question and even to challenge the vie set fort by the

D

Raster who taught them. The teachingt' were never set forth authoritatively.

They represented the test thoughtfolness-ff high-minded scholars, who

were pleased to 'have their conclusions questioned, for only in that,pay

could they know where doubt existed and;what must be said to counter it.

Confucius was a Phetoricianwhe believed'that the principal pur-

poseof speech was to enhance social harmony. Living in The taring and
-

Autumn gra (which extende.d from 722 to 481:-.B.-C.), when the monarchy had
. . -

lost authority and small dukedomi were in cOnstint.contention, he felt

keenly the cast: of conflict. His homeland was the small Sfate of GI, tl

which was both wealthy and weak, so that itAas frequently invaded and

ravaged. Not only was Lu invaded twenty-one times (an avera ge of bnce

every fifteen years) dur,.ing this peri'od,it was'also beset internally by

continual struggles for power among its three principal families. As.a

result?Lu bias abysmally, misgoverned. COrruption. repot and Con-

.spicuous tmmortality marked the bureaucrats, who lived in laui-ywhiIe

rolokg and oppressing the common people.

ucius was an optimistmho believed that things should and could

tier. He believed that the greatest social needs'were .far"orderliiiess

and stability, which would produce harmony. With.a long view of history,

he said that a Lessor NarnionY had been achieved when States were este- .

blished to preserve a degree of stability within.iheir borders and that
. ,

the goal of mankind was the Greater 'Harmony that would emerge when all the

4
4
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world was U/iited Under one rule.
,.-

-His -politicaT5aiwas a harmonious society, which he felt could
. --

be achieved if everyone felt a personal. responsibility for fulfiffing

k /

the duties that devolved properly upon his own state e in life. Accord-
,. .

,ingly, Confucius stated the code of Liwhich stressed the responsibility. .
.

v.
1

of subjects to obey and support the ruler, wr-4es to respect and aid their

husband-s-T'iIder sons to become the principal support for their parents,

younger sons talobeyand assist, the elder, and friends to provide one

. another, with mutual aid. Individualism was Slbordinated to the well-.

being of the family, community, and state. What to believe 4nd how to

, \behave were to be determined by a study of the past; for, Confucius.

pointed out, no .one individual, regardless of his intellect or learning,

.

could possibly form fresh and individual Suagments.as sound as those which.

.

had evolved from the sifted and .evaluated experience, of race. Conse-

que#ily; he looked .to the past to leirn lessons that would guide ttle

Peopje toward a better (that is a more harmonious) futuee.
13

In his Analecti, Confucius indicates his rhetorical principles.

First:" speakers-should pUrsue goals that are as helpful to their listeners

as they are to the speaker ttiemselvds._ Enforcing this was his principle

of Reciprocity, which he toldhis disciples underlay, all his teaching:
-

"What you do not wish for yourself,' do- not do untothers." Then he
.

added, "A good man, you know, wishing to prdsper himSelf, helps others to. /,

prosper." Second, speakers should derive tieirjthessage from 'le ex- -

perience.of history. 'As for himself, Confutius said, "I, transmit but do

not create." When a student questioned tedieth6: the pathways of the Oast

shpuid not be abapdoned when better ways appearedConfucius replied, "The
, '

,

pathIshduld not be-left fpt: an instant.. .If. it could be left, it would

)

1
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not be the path."
_

. .

There ere many other rhetorical principles supporting these three-

as many as fourt n.in all Like. Artistotle, Copfucius recognized the

8

pot/5191 influence of eMotion7-which often misleads judgment; In hjs . ...z-
y

. ,4 ,

_/ ,- .,..

influential essay, "The Great'Learnine' Confuclus noted that: ..'Fien are
,,

,

- :. i'-'1
. ._ -

partial wben they feel affection and love; partial when they%despiser end
,. ,

end

disiike_;_par_t .ia_l_wher_e___t4ey_stand

.

in awe and ravexend_e_;_partial4qhere

they feel sorrow and compassion;.partial where they arif..aerogant. and ,

,

. -

rude.' Thus it is that there are few men in the World who love and atthe

same time know the ttue qualities of the abject of their love,'or wbo hate.

and yet know the excellencies of the object of their-hatredr" Like

Aristotle, he recognized the primacy of ethos: "Build up your charaGter
. _

1,,..
.

,. ...

se) as to. inspire the people with assurance." , .

, .
. r

The study of

,

Confucianism has'continued unabated for twenty:five
.

Hundred Years; yet little attention has been paid to Confucianyhetoric.

.
A vast.amount of.inquity

1 is needed-laild rhetoricians in the Pacific area
i . l'

would seem to be precisely those "who should commence that undertating.
1

Every;1 nce of Aristotelian rhetoric has been expined mrnutely, time
k

.
. ,

and a For example, there are numerous essays attempting to_exple4n

what Aristotle truly meant by the enthymeme. It is high time attention,

: should bet directed to what Confucius meant by his Doctrine of Words;

Like a Semanticist, Copfucius warned that: "If designations are'nefac-
11"

curate, la guage will ,not be -Clear.- If language is not Olear,,duttes wi41

not Joe carried out. If duties are not carried out, the proprieties 11

. ra4,
not be obse ved. If the proprieties arefnot-Obrrved, punishments .11 not

, -

. 4 V.
be uniformly applied. If punithments are not applied uniformlythe

people will riot knoW how to4t..without:getting into. trouble. Therefore;

., yx

'

12 ?
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the.superior an takes care that his terns be stated accurately, to

that that he saysnay be carried into effect appropriately. He never

uses language carelessly or incorrectly."

The last statement with which-his Analects is concluded reads:

"One cannot know people without .knowing their words."4 It is an injunc-

Um worthy of considerable imitation, contrasting sharply with the

Western notion that "Actions,speak louder than words." In the view of

Confucius, actions are always suspect, for it is easy for a person to

enact a rale with intent to deceive. But as an individual speaks, so
t

he Isbasically inescipably.. His is a rhetoric worthy of an attention

it has yet to receive.

If Western rhetoricians neglect the rhetorical theories of Gautama

Buddha and Confucide, they at least regard their names with familiarity.

We must suspect, mgpnwhile, that very few of'them even have heard the

names of other great classical Chinese rhetoricians, including Meng-k'o

(known in the West.as Mencius), Chuang-Tzu (or Chuang-Chou), Mo-Tzu (the

romantic idealis or HaniFei7T3u.(the legalistic, cypical pragmatist).

At least, if. these names are knOwn to our rheprical brethren, they and

their ideas are omitted from the books, seminars, and articles on rhet-

oric. Space need not be consumed even for the summatidh of their sys/ers

of'ideasbere, for I .have already spelled out my understanding,of them in

Communication and Culture

It is not easy to rank them in order of importance. Mo-Tzti perhaps

has most to offer to our own generation, for he was an anti-traditionalist,

a pacifist who realistically recognized the need for national self-defense,

and an evangelist of the simple life. 'His rhetorical_ method was to dis- ,

cover the basic point of view of the listeners then to state bts awn
AP

I.3
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conclusions in terns arising so inevitably from his listeners' pram-

isas.that they coUld scarcely avoid 'agreeing with him. Chuang-Chou

represented the Taoist view that.peopie tend to think, feel and act in

accordance with natural forces that are inscrutable And transcend rea-

son. His rhetorical method, accordingly, was to avoid analysis or

thought, but to submerge himself -quiesgently into his own natural

being, in which state he would understand and reflect the fundamental

nature oft2.9e utom he sought to influence. Ian Fei-Tzu believed we

must appeal to the overriding Selfishness of individuals and that we

best can do this by arousing their resent fears. From such views,

he developed a rounded and pra c Machiavellian rhetoric. Each of

these one-sentence summations i woefully unfair to ttte complexity of

the theories of these classical nasters. They are meant only to in=

vita the readers

By general

portance only to

to look into the writings td,see:for theselves.

agreement of Orientalists, Mepcius is seconds in

Confucius. As a rhetorician, in all of classicarAsia

he is:Without arpeer. To 1. A.-Richards, Part 'V1 of theBook of Mencius
-; 14

.

rema3ns "one of the most important irgmments in the histbry of thought."
.

H.fG. Creel, the University of Chicago Sinologist, considers Mencius'
15

....6aok "undoubtedly one of the-great books of the world's' literature."-

In Chinese. Confucian te7"ples, the altar to Mencius stands beside that of

Confuciusand is inscribed, 'The Almost as Saintly:" The formidable

Japanese Zen Buddhist, D. T. ,Suzuki, believes that.Confucianism would not

have becom the dominant influence in China fort twenty centuries had it
16

not been for-the explication and extension given to it by Mencius. Not

even these eminent experts have undertaken to explicate his rhetorical

.

theores. Yet there can be no doubt that Mehcius,was one of thg:world's

14,
1:4
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greatest, if yet largely unhailed, rhetoricians.
.r . I

Like Ctgri-ucius, Menlcitsa believed that -the best guide to tinder-

sta9ding is though study of the past, to discover the pathway rapped out

in the history of the race. }e was severe in his ccndeiinaticn of

originality, which he equate with eccentricity. liere is a man,' he said

to his disciples, "whose fourth _finger is bent :and cannot be stretched

put straight. It is not pain:di, nor does it ir.commode his business;

and ylt if there be any who can rake it straipt, he will not think the

Atay from Ts'in to Ts'oo too far to go to him; because his finger is not

like the finger of other people. . . .4 But if mind be-not like that

of other people, he dois not know dissatisfaction. . This should be called
,. 17 .

?Ignorance of the relative importance of things."

In his book, Mencius developed two basic Propositions. The first

was that ran is essentially goocr. The second is that through persuasive

discourse he may be reclaimed fro? efroneous behavior and set againiupon

the path of righteousness, through A series of analogies, Mencius shows

how it is that men ray live evil lives despite the gciodness of their'-

innate nature-. The laLie.nt.able thing Is that lost goodness is not

searchedifor and reclaimed. 1Then.a dog is lost; or-a fowl, the owner'

instantly sett forth in search of them. But when a ban losei his own

nature, he does not ;now enough to search it out. rtiie the teaching in

the Upanishads, Mencius believed that, "The 'great end of learning is
* - 18

nothing else but to seek for tie lost mind.'

All of the eight rhetorical principles enunciated by Mencius derive

from is basic conviction of innate humangoodness. They culminate in his

rigorous principle of sincerity, which demands not only that speakers tell
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-
the truth as They-unders.nd it; tutaalso that they not sperm to in

fluence listptris until they Baye restered their subject s& ihoroughly

that what they say is utterly dependable. _"Perhaps his Pi-incipal

novation was what' I. A. Richards called Multiple definition what

wa may fruitfully call rhetorical definition. The foras_of deffnitioreS-:

operational, literal, descriptive, or prescriptivethat are ;co rely
-

recormr_nded do riot,' Mencius pointed out serve the coupon needs of dis-

course. What is requiSite is to define concepts in terns that are mu-

tually acceptable to boldi speaker and listners. Only then is there

commonality of understanding.

great Amerign sage, Ralpf Waldo Emerson, who more than EIDS t

of kis countrymen, was versed in the wisdom of the East, once observed

that; "There, is for every man, a statement pOssikje of that truth which

/ . _ -

he is most urroil'Ong to receive, --a statement possible, sb broad and

so pungent that le cannot get away from it, but must either bend to it .

19

or die/of it." This judgment is purely liencian. sin's minds most truly

meet,'n...nvius believed, when they rise tethe altitude of a selfless
.. . - .

vision a truth.- The only plane upon which agreement is, inellt.able is
r

the acceptance of truth, once it is clearly aid rightly stated.
-. .

If4the purpose of this article is only-13artially achieved, it-will
.,.

at least point some of our Pacific colleagues toiyard an examination of

the tichneis of rhetorical theory that lies within the great classics of

the. East. For here is a field that has far too Tong lain Fallow, where

the harvest from its cultivati rZsliould be rewardingly great.

16
r
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4:007NOTES

1. ATI excellent introthictiOn to the variety of Wester"rhetorics
(all basically Aristotelian, ,modified by particular psychological,
philosophical or linguistic emphases) is the book of readings edigd.
by Donald' G. Douglas, Philosophers of Rhetoric: Traditional and Emerging
Views, (Skokie: rational Textbook po., 1973). Even so fine a critic 1-

as-Donald Bryant, when calling for "a far fuller,and better treatment"
of the 'history of rhetoric, set the limits of the inquiry "from Corax
to Whately," in his "Rhetoric: Its Functions and Its Scope," -Quarterly
Journal of Soeech, XXXIX (December, 1953), 401-424. The severest
Z-FiEZof Aristotelian rhetoric was Aristotle's own teacher, -Plato, who

feared that "Rhetoric destroys the integrity of a man's 'soul, for it
involved conformity to the ways-of the multitude,' as interpreted by
Everett Lee Hunt in 'Plato and Aristotle on Rhetoric. and Rhetoricians,;
Studies in Rhetoric and Public Speakini in Honor of James Albert Winais,,
e Alexander Drirmaand11iew York: Russell and RusTeiT7 TgaT in
Daniel Fogarty's serious effort to define Roots for a New Rhetoric
(new York: Teathey$ College cambia Uniity, Prg, he nonfinp
himself exclusively ts3 Aristotelian and other Western sources.

2. Robert T. Oliver, Communication and. Culture in -Ancient Tridia

and China (Syracus: Syratuse University Press, 1971).

.

3. ."Selected Approaches to the TeachinLof Intercultural Com- _

inunication," The Speech Teacher, XXIV (Septenber, 1975), l81-44.

4. Andrea L. Rich, Interracial Communication (N ew Yorki Harper
end fir; 1974) and Jack Black Coanunioation: Dimensions of

ciatiOn,Research and Instruction (Falls Church: Speech Commicatioh Asso
1974.

V

ff

5.- gne sun, Lion of rhetolical differences fs' in Ciiapter 14, pp.
258-272, of nry Conunication and Culture in Ancient Indit and Chill, p_p_.

cit. Another, based on variant -dev of Budd,ITHaji
ilakadUra's Ways of.Thioking of-Eastern People: India, -hina, Tibet,
Japan, 4d.. _by -Philip P. -Wiener HolVWflu: East-West.Center Press, rev.,

Lew Senn -Kook, "The Peculiar and Universal Chara of_Eastern and ,

1964). Still another is an introductory study based Confucianism, by

Western Thought,' Korea Journals XV-(Novenberr, 1975,3 22-28, published

by the Korean tiatioriiiCofrnisston for UNESCO; ;"
.

6. Cf. Oliver, 2R, cit, ,pp: 76-83, and 131,135.

7. Of course, thate stat&qents of differences are over -simplifi-.
cations. All that is intended in this paragraph is to emphasize that
cultural differences do exist, and that they are sufficiently-significant
to merit attention. Western theologians are prone to-believe tlgt the
religio-philosophies of the East. are not quite religions; Western .phi 1 o-

s oph ers doubt that they are quite philosophies. We may_ properrfask why
. they should be either one or the other. Is nit the-East entitled _to
evolved systess gf thought that-derive fnich and satisfy its ovn ways of
coning toiterns with reality--in any wilett different from that of the West.

'

1
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Our effort should not be to interpret th4. East itrMestern ter `but to
find ways ef deilingtwith and comonicating with East that wJ 11 be
.dally satisfying.

B. Oliver, or. Zit., p. 10t ;

9. Western thinkers, too, have, of course, sought truth through
non-logical systems, although they represent exceptions rather than the

rule. .A representative approach of this kind. is Michael Polriayi`s

Personal Knowledge: Towards a-Post-Critical PhilosoPlpf (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press; 194-01.. The Germanphilosopher,

. Hans Valhinger, in his The Philosophy of 'As Ifs, trans. by C. K. Ogden
(London: Routledce and Kogan Paul, 1924T souga to sidnonstrate the view
that genuine reality is elaborately misrepresented in bran ;rationality.

And Chaim Perelman, in one of his latter books, A Historical Introduction
to -Philosophical Thinking, tr. Kenneth A. Brown Dew York: Random House,

--1-9-65,), insisted that rational, deductive, and -mpirical nethocis do not

satisfy many essential human inquiries, including, for example, the im-
scrf-tant questithis that relate not -to what is, but to what ought to te.

10. Max-raller,(ech), Sacred Basks of the East (london: Oxford
University Press, 1894; republished in Delhi by MTATlal Banarsidass, 1963)

long been the standard reference for the Upanishads. A handy, in-
expensive paperback book containing the principal ones is Juan MaSCaro*

. The Upanishads (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965). -

.
11. -Cf. Nathmal Taitia, Studies in Jaffna PhilosoP (Banaras: Jain

Cultural Research Society,_1951) and K. lit-Tilatilleke/ Early Buddhist

Theory of Knowledge (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1963)..

12. Books about Buddhism comprise.whatis probably the largest to-
pi cal bibliography irr t)s'e world, and is still expanding rapidly. A's an

instance, a Wbrld Conference on Buddhism' will be held August.31-September
1, 1976, by Dongguk University in Seoul, Korea, commemorating the-70er
anniversary of this Butldhist institution. A: Foucher, The Life of Buddha,

trans. by S. B. Boas (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press:7f6TT is
,presentative. -MyIts own understanding pf.Buddha's message and methods is

in my Comunication and Culture in Ancient India and China, pi. cit.,
Chaster -V, pp. 61-83--though the' earliet chapters-on Hinduism are es:-

segial background.

13. Since space here is far too limited for extensive treatment of
the subject, 1 a--a merely selecting and paraphrasing from my chapter on

Confucius in Oliver; cit4., Chapter VIII, especially pp. 136 -144, -where

speCific references are provided. -

14.. 1. A. Richards, Mencius on the Mind: Experiments in Multiple

Definition (London: Kesel) Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., 1932), p. 22.

15_ H. G. Creel, Chinese Thought from Confucius to Mali Tse-tung

(lieW York: Hew gmericarolibrary, 1960), p. 644
,

16. Daisetz Teitaro-Suzuki, A Brief History of Early Chinese
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Philosophy (London: Probst in, 1914), p. 64.

17. James Legge (ed.); TheLthinese Classic, Vol. II, Tbe Uorks of

.
Eenciusi(London: Oxford University Pressi1893-95, reprinted in Hong

Kong: University of gong Kong-Press, 1960), Book VI, Pt. 1, Chapter 12.

A
"s6

- 18. Ibid.

19. Complete Works of Ralph Walk Emerson, VII, ed. Edward Waldo

arson (figEWTETiTTITam irnise 4nd Co., T929),70,a.'93-92.
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